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Wirklichkeit Books, founded in 2019 in Berlin, publishes books to find words, 
images and actions for a new actuality. The programme includes titles by young 
artists side by side with historic positions relating to poetry, play, language 
and art. Publishing is understood as an experimental and joyful act that engages 
with the travel of ideas and is seen as a way of creating Wirklichkeit.



NEW:

Rejected. Designs for the European Flag
Jonas von Lenthe (ed.)
184 pages, 11 × 18 cm 
Essay by Marie Rotkopf
DE, EN, FR
ISBN 978 -3 - 948200 - 03 - 9
€ 16

UPCOMING:

Stephanie Oursler
5 CUTS
Reprint, original 1975
Approx. 72 pages, 17 × 24 cm 
Essay by Giovanna Zapperi
EN, IT
February 2021

SIDE Magazine
Yasmine d’O (ed.), as part of Bergen 
Assembly 2022
Seven issues plus one special edition
EN
March 2021 – Nov 2022

Mark Soo
Twilight on the Edge of Town
EN
September 2021

BACKLIST:

Verena Buttman
Die Schlantz, die Kured, die Kon
7-inch vinyl, 8-pages booklet, 19 × 19 cm
DE, EN
ISBN 978 -3 - 948200 - 02 -2
€ 14

Kyrill Constantinides Tank
Janus Neinus Vielleichtus 
312 pages, 17 × 24 cm  
DE, EN
ISBN 978 -3 - 948200 - 01- 5 
€ 22

Franco Leidi: Return
Verena Buttmann and 
Leslie Johnson (eds.) 
184 pages, 21 × 29,7 cm
EN, IT
ISBN 978 -3 - 948200 - 00 - 8 
€ 30



The Bergen Prism, also called The Bergen Prism, also called 
the Bergenhedron, is an irregular the Bergenhedron, is an irregular 
heptahedron,heptahedron,1 or seven-faced polyhedron  or seven-faced polyhedron 
invented in the early 1900s byinvented in the early 1900s by Professor  Professor 
Mohamed ben Amed, a Berber Mohamed ben Amed, a Berber 
mathematician and astronomer. mathematician and astronomer. 
Professor ben Amed dedicated his Professor ben Amed dedicated his 
life to developing a new divination life to developing a new divination 
method mixing numerology, geometry method mixing numerology, geometry 
and astrology. This method was based and astrology. This method was based 
on a simplified seven - sign zodiac on a simplified seven - sign zodiac 
system, rather than twelve, that he system, rather than twelve, that he 
associated associated with the seven irregular with the seven irregular 
faces of faces of his heptahedron. Each sign and its his heptahedron. Each sign and its 
associate face has been named after various associate face has been named after various 
characters typical of the famous Jemaa el-characters typical of the famous Jemaa el-
Fna square in Marrakesh: the Professor, the Fna square in Marrakesh: the Professor, the 
Bonimenteur,Bonimenteur,2 the Moped Rider, the Fortune  the Moped Rider, the Fortune 
Teller, the Acrobats, the Coalman and the Teller, the Acrobats, the Coalman and the 
Tourist.Tourist.3 Ben Amed named his heptahedron  Ben Amed named his heptahedron 
after Bergen, Norway, following a journey after Bergen, Norway, following a journey 
to the city. While there, he noticed that each to the city. While there, he noticed that each 
of the famous seven mountains surrounding of the famous seven mountains surrounding 
the city the city 4 offered a unique view to the seven  offered a unique view to the seven 
astronomical constellations selected to define astronomical constellations selected to define 
his revolutionary seven-sign zodiac system.his revolutionary seven-sign zodiac system.

Ben Amed’s theory became very popular in Ben Amed’s theory became very popular in 
the world of Berber craftsmen and artisans and the world of Berber craftsmen and artisans and 
was used to create specific metaphysical patterns was used to create specific metaphysical patterns 
in the ornamentation of carpets, weaving and in the ornamentation of carpets, weaving and 
architecture. Surprisingly, he never published a architecture. Surprisingly, he never published a 
treatise on his theory, and it has only survived treatise on his theory, and it has only survived 
through oral transmission. For this reason, through oral transmission. For this reason, 
the Bergen Prism has never been definitively the Bergen Prism has never been definitively 

identified, and its exact shape is still unknown. identified, and its exact shape is still unknown. 
Today, some Berber artisans still know how to Today, some Berber artisans still know how to 
decode his theory into ornamental patterns, decode his theory into ornamental patterns, 
but slowly, this knowledge is becoming extinct. but slowly, this knowledge is becoming extinct. 
There is a prophecy that says when it will be There is a prophecy that says when it will be 
possible to decipher each face of the Bergen possible to decipher each face of the Bergen 
Prism and assemble it into a whole, a new Prism and assemble it into a whole, a new 
harmony will arise. Then, the world will finally harmony will arise. Then, the world will finally 
be accepted in its diversity, far from the binary be accepted in its diversity, far from the binary 
oppositions that currently undermine our times.oppositions that currently undermine our times.

After a research trip to Marrakesh After a research trip to Marrakesh 
in 2017, the artist Saâdane Afif tried to in 2017, the artist Saâdane Afif tried to 
make a representation of the Bergen Prism make a representation of the Bergen Prism 
based on a fable shared by a storyteller he based on a fable shared by a storyteller he 
met at the Jemaa el - Fna square. The small met at the Jemaa el - Fna square. The small 
sculpture proposed by the artist takes the sculpture proposed by the artist takes the 
archetypal shape of a house but with distorted archetypal shape of a house but with distorted 
perspectives, similar to German expressionist perspectives, similar to German expressionist 
film decor. In spite of the great care given to the film decor. In spite of the great care given to the 
execution of the sculpture, this artistic fantasy execution of the sculpture, this artistic fantasy 
is likely far away from the reality of the Prism. is likely far away from the reality of the Prism. 

ABOUT THE BERGEN PRISM BY YASMINE D’O

1. An irregular polyhedron is formed by polygons of different shapes where all the components are not the same. 1. An irregular polyhedron is formed by polygons of different shapes where all the components are not the same. 
This means that all the sides of an irregular polyhedron are not equal.This means that all the sides of an irregular polyhedron are not equal.
2. The common English translation of 2. The common English translation of bonimenteurbonimenteur is ‘huckster’, but this is a grossly limited rendering of its meaning in  is ‘huckster’, but this is a grossly limited rendering of its meaning in 
French. French. BonimenteurBonimenteur comes from the word  comes from the word bonimentboniment, itself derived from the slang bon(n)ir, ‘to tell (good stories)’, to create an , itself derived from the slang bon(n)ir, ‘to tell (good stories)’, to create an 
illusion. A good storyteller is thus a person who uses the craft of the spoken word, asserting qualities that are seductive and illusion. A good storyteller is thus a person who uses the craft of the spoken word, asserting qualities that are seductive and 
accentuating some to deceive the audience, usually to sell products or services, things or ideas. He or she gives illusions an accentuating some to deceive the audience, usually to sell products or services, things or ideas. He or she gives illusions an 
authentic character and circumvents the possibilities of clarification by using deception. The illusionist Robert Houdin says authentic character and circumvents the possibilities of clarification by using deception. The illusionist Robert Houdin says 
about boniment: ‘It is not a speech, much less a sermon, a narration, a description. It is simply the fable intended to give each about boniment: ‘It is not a speech, much less a sermon, a narration, a description. It is simply the fable intended to give each 
trick the appearance of truth.’trick the appearance of truth.’
3. Coincidently, the exact same suit of characters appeared in an unpublished theatre play from 2017 by French novelist 3. Coincidently, the exact same suit of characters appeared in an unpublished theatre play from 2017 by French novelist 
Thomas Clerc titled ‘The Heptahedron’. However, a link between the two stories is unable to be confirmed.Thomas Clerc titled ‘The Heptahedron’. However, a link between the two stories is unable to be confirmed.
4. ‘[Dano-Norwegian playwright] Ludvig Holberg (1684–1754) felt so inspired by the Seven hills [sic] of Rome, he 4. ‘[Dano-Norwegian playwright] Ludvig Holberg (1684–1754) felt so inspired by the Seven hills [sic] of Rome, he 
decided his home town [of Bergen] must also be blessed with a corresponding seven mountains. Which mountains belong decided his home town [of Bergen] must also be blessed with a corresponding seven mountains. Which mountains belong 
to the group is unclear, due to its origin (based on the mythical status of the number seven), and the fact that several of to the group is unclear, due to its origin (based on the mythical status of the number seven), and the fact that several of 
the mountains are part of the same mountain massif.’ (See Wikipedia: www.wikiwand.com/en/Seven_Mountains,_Bergen)the mountains are part of the same mountain massif.’ (See Wikipedia: www.wikiwand.com/en/Seven_Mountains,_Bergen)

 Map of Bergen, Norway, by Claudius Emanuel Barth, 1733 Map of Bergen, Norway, by Claudius Emanuel Barth, 1733


